Animal: Rabbits
Behavior: Hopping
Rabbits move and relocate by hopping. To hop, rabbits push off of the ground with their back legs and jump forward, landing on their front feet first, then back feet.

Animal: Rabbits
Behavior: Thumping
Rabbits ‘thump’ when they sense danger or are mad or frightened. To thump, they stomp their back foot on the ground repetitively to make a loud noise.

Animal: Rabbits
Behavior: Chinning
Rabbits perform chinning by rubbing their chin on objects like toys to mark their territory and let other rabbits know that object belongs to them.

Animal: Rabbits
Behavior: Binkying
Rabbits can show joy and excitement by binkying. When a rabbit binkys, it jumps in the air and twists its body.

Animal: Fish
Behavior: Sleeping
When fish sleep, they tend to spend their time at the bottom of their tank and appear in a still, dream-like state. Fish sleep for 8 to 12 hours per day.

Animal: Fish
Behavior: Shoaling
Fish are shoaling when they swim closely to other fish as a group. Fish shoal to help find food or a mate and stayed protected from predators.

Animal: Fish
Behavior: Schooling
Fish are schooling when the fish swim in the same speed, direction, at the same speed, and turn together. Schooling may also be used to find food or keep predators away.

Animal: Fish
Behavior: Hiding
Fish may hide when they are first put into their new environment, feel threatened by other fish, or stressed from changes to their environment.